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INTRODUCTION
The Blast! Festival of Photography, Talks
and Walks was an ambitious programme
of exhibitions and events produced with,
and for, local people. Taking place over six
weeks Blast! shone a light on each of
Sandwell’s six distinct towns: West
Bromwich, Tipton, Rowley Regis, Oldbury,
Smethwick and Wednesbury and was
open to everyone.
Blast! invited 40 outstanding
photographers, artists and curators to
showcase work, develop projects and
collaborate with communities to present
extraordinary stories about every day life.
The exhibitions were presented on the
streets, the Metro line, in shops, libraries
and pubs, on historic buildings and in
community halls to ensure that the work
was available for people to access and
engage with during their day to day
activities.
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ABOUT
THIS
REPORT
This report sets out to measure the festivals achievements against our
aims and, specifically, the impact for Sandwell and its community.
The aims of Blast
•
•
•
•
•

To contribute to the cultural life of Sandwell.
To tells the stories of the communities of Sandwell’s
6 towns.
To present a programme of high quality professional art.
To reach people and places with the least engagement in
creative / cultural practice.
To raise the profile of Multistory and the work we produce.

Methodology
Blast! 2019 was the first edition of the festival and, therefore, a pilot
for future work. Our evaluation of the festival has been an ongoing
process throughout the 18 months development of the programme as
well as during and after delivery. This has enabled us to assess what
worked and what could be improved upon so we can make a future
proposal for the continuation of this ambitious body of work. In order
to do this we have gathered data from:
•
•
•

Audience Finder survey questionnaires at exhibitions
and events;
feedback surveys from artists / partners / venues / participants;
regular production meetings, post-event evaluation and			
feedback meetings with core staff.

An external report was produced by Earthen Lamp using data from the
Audience Finder surveys and our own evaluation.
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THE
PROGRAMME
The Blast! programme was designed to be created with,
and for, the people of Sandwell, reflecting on the lives and
communities within the area, with the addition of a few
surprising outside elements.
New commissions were integral to this design and being
able to develop work about Sandwell over an 18-month
period that would be exhibited for the first time at the
festival was key to its success.
36 exhibitions were presented as part of Blast! Festival; 5
of these were large-scale projects commissioned
specifically for Blast! (Erik Kessels / The Caravan Gallery
Billy Dosanjh / Black Country Living / Niall McDiarmid); 12
new projects were created via the Forge Programme; with
an outdoor commission from Jaskirt Boora.
From The Mulistory Collection, Blast! also featured major
new work from Dawinder Bansal, Robert Clayton, Laura
Pannack and Jon Tonks and provided the opportunity to
re-present archive work to a new audience (Liz Hingley /
Mahtab Hussain).
We have documented the quotes from artists, audience
and partners.
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THE CARAVAN
GALLERY
SANDWELL PRIDE OF PLACE PROJECT

Jan Williams and Chris Teasdal worked with local people to
create a portrat of each of Sandwell’s six towns, this resulted in a
Sandwell Pride of Place Project exhibition which took place in a
converted former Poundland shop right in the centre of West
Bromwich. Over the six weeks visitors to the exhibition added their
own Sandwell related contributions, any medium was accepted stories,
poetry, fascinating facts, memorabilia along with drawings,
photographs and sculpture. The response to this exhibition was
overwhelming it was open 4 days a week for 6 weeks and became
the central pin to the whole festival, underlining the need for creative
spaces within our communities.

“Multistory’s ideals and approach tally perfectly with our own so we
always knew we were going to work well together. You provided us with
a great introduction to Sandwell through information, introductions
and hospitality.”
“There’s a huge thirst for community and creativity in ‘the general
public’. The location of our venue worked brilliantly as we attracted
many people who wouldn’t otherwise visit an art gallery."
“We were able to give exposure and encouragement to amateur artists
who hadn’t exhibited their work before, showing them alongside
famous artists with international reputations.”
“Having a decent budget allowed us to spend plenty of time really
getting to know the area, build relationships with people and produce
high quality work. It gave us the freedom to think and to try new
things”
“Although we have carried out numerous Pride of Place Projects, this
was the most ambitious and one of the most enjoyable yet! Great to
get BBC TV coverage.” The Caravan Gallery
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NIALL
MCDIARMID
LOOKING FOR SANDWELL

Scottish photographer Niall McDiarmid was invited to visit Sandwell to
do what he does best, documenting people and place. Over the course
of 18 months he built a striking series of images that reflects the
multicultural nature of the area. Given that his photographs are taking
on the streets it seemed fitting to put these images back into a very
public setting, they were displayed at Metro Stations along the tram
line between West Bromwich and Wolverhampton and on hoardings
along the High Street in West Bromwich.

“I was very impressed by the use of these unusual buildings and
spaces to display photography and not something I have seen done
before in such a successful way. I was also amazed at the large
participation of different parts of the local community who came out
to support talks and launches. Having visited and been part of a
number of different festivals, this was a standout eature of Blast for
me. I can't think of another photography festival that has come close
to this sort of local engagement.”
“I was incredibly proud to come to Sandwell and spend a year walking
the streets, meeting and photographing people. Seeing the images
printed up almost life size and displayed on the streets and the trams
was a very powerful way to show the work.” Niall McDiarmid
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ERIK
KESSELS
COMEBACK

Comeback was an ambitious two-part project created by Erik Kessels
and formed after his initial visit to Sandwell in 2017.
Kessels works largely with found photographic archives and on his tour
around Sandwell he found one such archive at Tipton Community
Association: boxes of photographs documenting the Tipton Carnival
and its Carnival Queens.

Tipton Carnival Queens Shine Again was pitched to revisit the former
glory of the carnival queens whilst also reflecting on the fact that the
tradition no longer exists.
This was the most ambitious project in terms of production and scale,
turning West Bromwich Town Hall into a shrine to the Carnival Queens
for six weeks. Matt Moore and his team did a fantastic job in
production the show to a spectacularly high standard.
A big attraction of using the Town Hall as an exhibition space is that its
a public space that gets used by a wide range of different people, from
tea dancers to blood doners they all got to experience the exhibition in
their own way.
Not stopping at just one project, Erik’s second proposal, Market Hall
Turns into Gallery, presented images from Kessels’ own collection
printed onto the blinds of West Bromwich Indoor Market’s stalls (which
remain in place). This work shone a light on the town’s hard working
stallholders and provided a light hearted comment on the lack of
cultural spaces within the area.

“A great experience! A lot of enthusiasm and dedication of the people
making / exhibiting and visiting the festival.” Erik Kessels
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FORGE
PROGRAMME
Multistory offered 12 West Midlands based artists the opportunity to
make new bodies of work for the festival. Chosen from 39 applications
through an open call, the Forge artists were invited to create work that
reflected the community of Sandwell. They took part in a mentorship
programme during 2018 attending master classes led by our major
commission artists along with practical sessions on fundraising and
marketing. The following are a sample of the 12 projects created.

NILUPA
YASMIN
WHERE CAN I FIND THIS?
A recent graduate, Nilupa saw the Forge commission as an opportunity to
benefit from the mentorship and guidance offered, furthering the work
that she had been making at university and bringing this into a
community setting. Nilupa produced a 15-metre long, hand-woven piece
of work, taken from the photographs she took of various stalls and
products, plus a large-scale, digitally woven textured wallpaper was
displayed on 10 wooden panels. These were exhibited outside of the
indoor market in West Bromwich, in a busy, public thoroughfare.

“The Forge programme allowed my work to reach a bigger and different
audience from what I was exposed to. It allowed me to connect with other
artists and practitioners in the field who are in various stages of their arts
career. I was able to learn from them as well as bounce off my own ideas
and opinions in a positive environment. Making work with, and for, the
market place has been a very rewarding process. I had many
conversations with the Multistory team regarding how and where I would
display my final outcome. Making work that is, firstly, for the people and
to tell their stories allowed the sense of belonging, I wanted my work to
have."
"Exhibiting the work onto the wall of the market, back to where it was
created, has been amazing to see. Getting the stallholders to come out
and spot their products in the handwoven pieces, seeing the surprise
behind having work made about them, has been the highlight for me.”
Nilupa Yasmin
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STEPHEN
BURKE
THE LORD’S MY SHEPHERD
Stephen set out to create a portrait of West Bromwich by focusing
on the fans of the football club. He was clear that this wasn’t about
football but about the community that comes from being a fan of
the sport, dedicated to that team and that place. He produced an
exhibition of 52 prints of West Bromwich Albion fans, accompanied
by an audio work (16 minutes) that combined interviews with fans
and live recordings from the ground. The work was exhibited at
The Vine, a pub popular with Albion fans.

“The most successful and powerful thing about the whole of the festival
is that the work produced and exhibited was made in the area, I think this
makes Blast unique compared to other similar festivals. It has been a
very positive experience for people who have taken part and also created
a sense of pride for participants as well as visitors to the exhibition and
people who have seen the work on line.” Stephen Burke
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MARK
MURPHY
OUT OF TIME

With an established career in graphic design, Mark saw Forge as
an opportunity to further explore his work with collage / cut-out
and paste-ups, working to his own brief and pushing his skills.
Out of Time consisted of a new series of nine large format black and
white paste-up collages and 10 colour collages that were projected on a
derelict (but monumental) 4-storey canal side building.
These works were created by drawing from archival imagery collected by
two separate archive projects from Oldbury, where the work was
presented. Similar to Erik Kessels, this was a project that tested us in
terms of production and we are pleased to say it brought magnificent
rewards. We were lucky to get additional
in-kind technical support from Urban Audio Productions and CPL who
mentored Mark in how to achieve his vision.

“The masterclasses with the lead artists were really good.
I presented my fledgling project ideas to Erik Kessels, a slightly
nerve wracking but valuable experience. I was prompted by Erik
'to get out of my comfort zone’. This provocation from Erik was
echoed by Emma Chetcuti, from Multistory, and made me think
bigger, and also about new approaches.” Mark Murphy
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THE
MULTISTORY
COLLECTION
Blast! Festival also provided a great opportunity to show
some of Multistory’s most recent commissions such as Jon
Tonks’ Stories From Home photographs made over a two-year
period to document the Central and Eastern European
communities living in Sandwell, against the backdrop of
divisive geopolitical rhetoric following the 2016 EU
Referendum.

Girl Gaze: Journeys Through the Punjab & The Black Country,
a photographic exploration of the Punjab and diaspora
communities, produced by Creative Black Country in
partnership with Multistory, got its first UK showing at The
British Muslim School, as part of Blast!
The festival also provided the opportunity to re-present work
from The Multistory Collection, such as Emma Purshouse, Liz
Hingley, Mahtab Hussain and Martin Parr.
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EVENTS /
WORKSHOPS
48 events were presented as part of the Blast! Festival programme.
The festival, events and workshops were designed to engage with
each of the six towns of Sandwell. The exhibitions were shown for
the full period of the festival, each located in one of the towns and
each weekend a specific town had its own programme of events and
workshops. The programme of events was crucial in being able to
sustain the level of engagement for the wide range of exhibitions
that we had and for the duration of the festival. Events were tailored
to specific exhibitions and audience.
Multistory workedin partnership with Flatpack Festival and Film Hub
Midlands to curate an associated film programme. A highlight of this
was the DIY Drive In, Colourbox screening (which we linked to Dawinder
Bansal’s project Asian Women & Cars: Road to Independence. Children
got to make their own cardboard box ‘car’ and then watch short
‘transport’ related films at the drive-in. This event was held at West
Bromwich Town Hall, after which the families were invited to visit
Dawinder’s exhibition at The British Muslim School.
Guided tours of the exhibitions around West Bromwich proved to be
very successful. Artists joined the opening weekend tours to give
brief presentations and visitors were able to speak directly to them
about their work. Throughout the festival we also gave bespoke tours
to pupils from The British Muslim School, Sandwell Visually Impaired
Group and photography students from Bangladesh. The tours provided
a valuable way for people to get greater engagement and understanding
of the projects and exhibitions and this is an element of the programme
that we would look at developing in the future.
GRAIN came on board as a partner to deliver a Portfolio Review on the
final weekend; 25 photographers booked a place for the opportunity to
speak to photography experts and gain advice about future career
development. The event was geared to wards early to mid-career
photographers and 12 bursary places were offered in order to open the
opportunity to people on lower income.
The rest of the programme was made up of a wide range of talks and
workshops, each aimed at engaging with a specific audience and
generating conversations around the work featured at the festival.
Collectively, the events programme attracted an audience of 2370
people.

VENUES
Due to the lack of physical infrastructure to support the arts in Sandwell,
we had to be creative with our use of exhibition space and a significant
amount of development time was spent searching for suitable venues
and negotiating the use of them.
In West Bromwich we gained access to three unused premises to use as
exhibition / events space for the six week period. The former Poundland
shop next to the West Bromwich bus station would become the festival
hub and the base for The Caravan Gallery, as well as Jon Tonks and
Czeslaw Siegeda. This unit is privately owned and we were successful in
negotiating a hugely discounted rental amount. The British Muslim
School exhibited Girl Gaze and Asian Women in Cars: A Road to
Independence and for which we gave a small donation and agreed to
clear the space in exchange for its use.
Thirdly, a shop given to us by Sandwell Council for a peppercorn rent,
was used for three exhibitions including one presented by Sandwell
Council's photography students as part of Blast; we were fortunate to
have this unit for 12 months prior to the festival and it was used to host
meetings for the Forge artists and was made available to them as a space
to use for creating work. All three premises required a lot of
refurbishment, design and fit-out to bring them to the required
standards.
Also in West Bromwich, after much negotiation we were given permission
to present a very ambitious project Tipton Carnival Queens Shine Again
in the Town Hall, using this prestigious building was essential to the
success of the project and was a highlight in showing how successfully
these spaces can be used for creative events.
Elsewhere we had exhibitions in pubs: Mad o Rourke's Pie Factory in
Tipton (Faye Claridge), The Vine in West Bromwich (Stephen Burke);
outdoor exhibitions at Sandwell Council House (Inka & Niclas Lindergard);
Lightwoods House (Jaskirt Boora); and on hoardings on the outside of
the Kenrick & Jefferson Building (Niall McDiarmid) and on West Bromwich
High Street (Black Country Living). The wonderful Sandwell libraries were
extremely supportive hosting exhibitions and/or events at Wednesbury,
West Bromwich Central, Tipton, Rounds Green and Thimblemill Libraries.

Community spaces of course played an important role with
The Art Yard Gallery, Langley Park Lodge, Smethwick Heritage Centre
and The Tibbington Estate all hosting exhibitions and/or events (Martin
Parr / Kate Jackson / Mark Murphy / Black Country Sikhs / Laura
Pannack). We used the markets, with West Bromwich Indoor Market
becoming a temporary gallery for the work of Erik Kessels, Rob Hewitt,
Annegien Van Doorn and Nilupa Yasmin. We used outdoor spaces,
including Brunswick Park, Wednesbury, and the canal towpath alongside
Langley Park.
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BRAND
& DESIGN
With this being the first event of its kind in Sandwell we knew that we
needed a striking brand to capture people’s attention.
We employed the skills of Angela Lidderdale (Studio Lidderdale),
recommended by Erik Kessels, to create the festival logo, brand
guidelines and a marketing campaign.
Angela’s proposal placed heavy emphasis on the word Blast! with it
being used to ‘interrupt/disrupt’ sentences and relating it to selected
photographs from the festival. The sense of humour within the campaign
meant that it struck exactly the right cord with audiences.
Studio Lidderdale produced the following designs for the Blast!
marketing campaign.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

12 page sponsorship document
42 page festival brochure
festival website
5 short promotional films for use on social media
A3 / A2 & A0 posters
wall and floor signage
posters for use on the Exterion Medoa poster sites at Metro stops
promotional bags & t-shirts / staff t-shirts
promotional stickers

The jewel in the crown of the campaign were our social media films that
featured people in and around Sandwell shouting BLAST! Designed by
Angela Lidderdale, and shot by Robert Alexander, these short films not
only provided great marketing content but also in the making of them,
provided the opportunity to talk to people locally about the festival and
an early opportunity to get volunteers involved with eight Sandwell
college students helping in the production of the films.

© Multistory

MARKETING
& PR
Our approach to marketing was two-tiered, with the local audience being
of utmost importance we knew we had to focus on gaining the attention
of the Sandwell community. Our volunteers played a big part in this as
did the participants of the various projects presented as part of Blast!,
through their friends and family and word of mouth. We also ensured
that we had relevant print for each part of the programme that could
then be distributed via participants, volunteers and partners.
The second tier of the marketing plan was to ‘shout’ about Blast! to the
rest of the world. Given that this was our fledgling year, we knew that it
would be difficult to gain media attention so we decided to focus a large
amount of our efforts on delivering a clear / effective social media
campaign. We brought on board Amy McLauchlan to design and manage
our PR and marketing. Amy’s background is in creating social media
campaigns for large brands and applying this knowledge, Amy, along with
the Multistory team designed a social media strategy and delivery plan
that was aimed at attracting new audiences and followers for Multistory.
We gained media support from West Midlands Metro and Exterion Media,
running a six week poster campaign in the run up to the festival at six of
the Metro platforms. During the festival, these poster sites were then
used to present the work of Niall McDiarmid which was extremely
effective. West Midlands Metro also allowed smaller posters to be placed
on their notice boards and on the digital display inside the Metro as well
as banners on their website; these also ran for six weeks prior to the
festival and the six weeks of the festival.
Through our PR campaign we achieved 238 pieces of coverage including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Guardian online gallery / Jon Tonks
The FT weekend print and online / Laura Pannack
The Guardian online gallery / Laura Pannack
BBC Breakfast TV / Dawinder Bansal
BBC News Online / Erik Kessels
BBC News Online / Dawinder Bansal
BBC 6 Music Radio Lauren Laverne / Dawinder Bansal
BBC Asian Network The Big Debate . Dawinder Bansal

We have produced a detailed Coverage Report of our PR campaign.
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VOLUNTEERS
Volunteers were truly the lifeline of our festival and the person charged
with bringing all of this together was Richard Warren who has had a lot of
experience of volunteering on projects himself, having been an integral
volunteer for Home of Metal. He also has experience of working within
Sandwell, having previously worked for Sandwell College.
Richard started in May 2018 a year before the festival. He attended
Sandwell Networkers’ meetings to develop contacts and make other
organisations aware of the festival and to get a general feel for the
volunteering capacity in Sandwell. From there he went to colleges,
universities, libraries and community groups to talk to them about the
festival and encourage people to sign up as volunteers.
The first batch of volunteers were invited to the artists’ talks held in
October, November and December 2018. Volunteer meetings were held
prior to each the talks where more general information about the festival
was discussed, then the artist talks provided the volunteers with a more
in-depth idea of the work that was to be presented at Blast.
Following these initial meetings, in the new year, the volunteer
recruitment campaign began in earnest, visiting photography course
leaders across FE, HE and schools in Sandwell, Dudley, Wolverhampton
and Birmingham to further develop relations that were started in 2018.
Through this, Richard made the link with Dudley College who were piloting
the 'T Levels' (technical level) qualifications that requires students to gain
positive quality work experience added to the end of their formal
classroom study. Eight of the students on this scheme opted to work on
Blast and they were with us from the start of May right through the
festival and for the week of de-installation.
A general call-out for volunteers also went out in February 2019, across
our social media platforms and a further five volunteer meetings were
held in the run up to the festival to provide training and advice.
37 volunteers were recruited in total, including nine from Sandwell
College, contributing 1514 voluntary hours.

KEY
FINDINGS
1 / What Blast! demonstrated above all else is that there is a huge local
appetite for a festival of this kind, one that enables stories to be told.
2 / The events programme and exhibitions at Poundland, in particular The
Caravan Gallery’s Sandwell Pride of Place Project, highlighted the wealth
of creativity in the area and the need for the level of engagement that
these events offered.
3 / With Blast! taking part at a critical point in the Brexit negotiations, we
were reminded how important it is to provide alternative reasons to bring
people together, from different walks of life.
4 / Throughout our feedback from artists and audience, the reoccurring
comment has been that the community focus of the programme is what
set the festival apart from others. The fact that the content was centred
around people and place, telling the stories of Sandwell and its
community. But work about communities requires time to make,
relationships have to be built and conversations need to be had; this
cannot be done quickly. It is important that we ensure a number of
projects with long lead times are built into the development phase of a
future festival to retain this unique element.
5 / Whilst the longer more in-depth projects provided the foundations of
the programme, there were also a number of existing projects by national
and international artists that were brought in, to add some balance to the
programme (Chantal Rens, Annegien Van Doorn, Inka & Niclas
Lindergard). These were successful in creating new conversations,
providing surprising elements to the programme to create debate and
offer a different perspective. Equally, this is why we feel it is important to
have a balance of supporting local artists whilst also working with visiting
artists.

6 / The investment from Arts Council England highlights the
importance of organisations such as Multistory having the
financial support to achieve ambitious projects; without this level
of investment we would not have been able to think so big and
develop the conversations with national and international partners,
all of which help to further increase our future sustainability.
7 / The lack of existing cultural venues and infrastructure within
Sandwell pushed us to be creative with the presentation of the
festival. Work was presented in disused buildings, a shopping
centre, on hoardings and on the Metro. All of which required a
large amount of time and budget and would need to be reflected in
future budgets. However this level of investment of resources had
a very positive result, allowing audiences to engage with the work
in spaces that were more familiar to them, whilst still ensuring the
quality of production was high.
8 / We were extremely fortunate to employ the skills of Matt Moore
and Kate Masters as part of our production team for the
installation phase, who provided the highest quality production
values to the exhibitions that they worked on. For a future event of
this kind we would look to have a production team employed for
the whole of the festival period in order that Multistory staff can
be focused on presenting the programme.
9 / Blast! provided an opportunity for people to be heard and to
feel a sense of pride; having an event of significant size and
stature can provide that for a community.
10 / Whilst the local audience was our focus, we were also
successful in attracting a national and international audience with
11% of our visitors coming from outside the West Midlands. This is
proof that a programme of high quality can attract a travelling
audience.
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FUTURE
DEVELOPMENTS
1 / Multistory plan to deliver Blast! 2 and would welcome a
conversation with Arts Council England about how to make this
happen. We aim to deliver this in 2022, to give development time
for projects, but also to avoid a clash with major photography
festivals taking place in 2021.
2 / Initial ideas for Blast! 2 are to focus on young people, creating
projects with, for and about, the younger generations of Sandwell.
3 / We are beginning to look at broader fundraising opportunities,
taking on board that we need greater lead-time for this and
trusting that our approach of working with partners is one that
suits our organisation better, rather than focusing too heavily on
business sponsorship. We aim to submit a large application to a
major trust for Multistory in 2020, which would, in part, support the
development of Blast! 2.
4 / Partnerships made through Blast!, along with the success of
the festival, has meant that Multistory has been engaged in
conversations with Sandwell Council that will take us beyond our
own planned arts programme. We were invited to support the
Council on their applications to Future High Streets and Historic
England and we hope that these will continue through to
opportunities for future projects.
5 / The volunteers at Blast! provided a huge resource for
Multistory and we are developing ways of keeping the conversation
going with them and are planning regular creative meet-ups for
everyone to talk about their work and share ideas.
6 / Through our year-round activities we aim to continue to develop
international and national partners, keeping in mind organisations
and artists who we would like to work with on Blast!

Multistory
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